


A heavy blow thrust the screaming woman out of the window, splintering glass and wood.

Wodan felt his anger arise when the fiery pain began to make its way through his body from the wounds
caused by that female Death Cultist. Combined with the stone-cold aftermath of the psychic attack by
the second body guard the agony was nearly unbearable even for him.
He cursed while thinking back to the sorcerer whose guts were now sprayed against the walls.
Then he hammered his iron fist into the glasses and the face of the whimpering accountant.

Still snuffling like in fever he grabbed the floundering corpse whose jaw dangled weirdly from the mangled skull and
searched the pockets.  When he found the data cystal he put it away in his pockets with a big grin.

He went over to his bolter he had had to drop during the close combat with that fury and changed the magazine.
Again he felt the anger rise inside when he cursed himself not to have watched and enjoyed the woman's encounter
with the floor seventeen levels below.

Well, but he had a mission to accomplish.

A rusty skimmer stopped in front of Wodan. Muttering he stepped out of the shadows where he had lurked.
"The security code was wrong. Oktavian better checks his sources more carefully next time."

Corris let go of the steering console and caught the crystal.
"And how did you manage to overcome those guards?"
Wodan just muttered his answer: "Inside this house, there are no guards left."   

Wodan Dubrovnik
Wodan grew up on the death world Tantabned, where his life was a daily struggle for survival.
One day he was pressed into the service of the Imperial Guard as a heavily stricken battlefleet passed by
his planet. When they were attacked by Tyranids shortly afterwards, Wodan and his comrades,
together with some members of the crew, staged a mutiny and actually managed to gain control over their
frigate and escape the massacre. Later on the deserters parted company and Wodan ended up as a mercenary
on Necromunda. There he met Hiero, who killed his then leader, while surprisingly sparing his life.

Profile for

Wodan is right-handed.
Equipment:
Bolter Mk II with one reload; Knife; Machete (counts as Shortsword);
2 Frag grenades; Melta bomb; Flak Armour on all locations except head

Special Abilities: Force of Will; Blademaster; Quick Load; True Grit
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point costs: 120

CONTACT
Actor Dieter Hermann: wodan@damnatus.com
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